Key-Lock Forms
Instructions
Necessary Tools
•

Knife

Coverage

Coverage: 112 lineal ft (34  m)

Installation

1. Position the vinyl or aluminum Key-Lock  liner retainer on top of the pool wall, wih the bottom edge of the
retainer flush with the face of the pool wall.
2. Using self-drilling screws, attach the liner retainer.
3. Remove the tape backing just ahead of attaching the form band.
4. Position the form band on the pool wall, against the retainer. As the form is positioned, press the band firmly
against the wall.
5. Cut or space bands to avoid having a break in a sharp radius. Use a sharp knife; do not use a saw.
6. On 90 degree corners, miter with a sharp knife.
7. On outside curves, exert an end pressure while attaching the bands against the tile (for curve installation see
other side Curve Instructions).
8. Holding key with the handle in the horizontal direction, push through the form band.
9. To lock the form, simply push firmly and twist the key handle 1/4 turn to the vertical position. Place a key
approximately every 14 inches.
Option: Install Nose, Flair or French Caps to line up with Control Joints.
10. When the concrete has solidified to the point where the form can be removed, turn the key 1/4 turn (back to
the horizontal position) to unlock the form. Next , pull the key out and then remove the form band revealing
the cantilever edge.
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Curve Instructions

In order to form tight radii without breaking the form bands, follow these procedures:
1. On outside radii, place the filament tape on the face of the form (in sufficient lengths to encompass the curve)
in the two places shown in diagram 1.
2. For inside curves, place two strips of filament tape as shown in diagram 2.
3. After the filament tape is in place, pre-bend the form band before attaching the form against the tile.
4. Radius Cut Retainers will need to be used for radii.
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The manufacturer offers this product and Information in good faith, but without guarantee either expressed or implied, as conditions and
methods of use of our product are beyond our control.
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